
 

  

Goals: 

 

1. Visit Every chapter in my area. 

2. Visit and connect with chapters whom have been red flagged for decreasing or not adding new 

members in their chapter. 

3. Present the membership plan to the red flag chapters in my area.  

4. No additional chapters to merge, dissolve or have these conversations. 

Accomplishments and activities related goals: 

By the end of my term, every chapter in Area IX will have been visited.  My greatest achievement is that 

Psi Chapter has five members and has not been personally visited by an AC in Area IX in the last 6 years.  

I was able to make contact with this chapter and in our meeting.  We were able to discuss membership, 

plan a banquet, tentative plan a recruitment date, discuss applying for an ASTEF grant, and help the 

treasure login and update their information in Chapter connect.  This is huge!   I have talked to Patti 

Belknap about continuing my work after my term.  

The red flagged chapters for decreasing or not added members to their chapters will have been visited.  

Red flagged chapters have been presented with the membership plan by me.  In addition, I have had 

membership conversations with each of these chapters to not only discuss and present the membership 

plan but to have brainstorming sessions with the executive members and the chapter members of what 

each one of them can do to help the chapter grow and retain their members.   All of these conversations 

have occurred and each chapter has some additional ideas to incorporate in their chapters to help the 

achieve this goal. 

Suggestions to Chapters: 

Recruit and retain their members.  Make the person connections with each member.  Members are not 

just a number and do not just pay their dues.  They are person and in this busy day in age.  We need to 

make connections and build relationships.  Work on these relationships and make each moment with 

your chapter members count. 
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